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The article is aimed at both definition and substantiation of conceptual framework of formation of the accounting policy of managerial accounting at enterprise. Essence of the notion of «conceptual framework of formation of the accounting policy of managerial accounting» has been allocated as an exposition of individual conceptions (views), on which the methodology of formation of the accounting policy together with practice of its application is based. A hierarchical model of the conception of formation of the policies of managerial accounting at enterprise has been built, which contains objectives, directions, factors, principles, elements, implementation and assessment of effectiveness. Constituents of the conceptual framework of formation of the accounting policy of managerial accounting at enterprise have been disclosed. When forming the accounting policy of managerial accounting of enterprises, it has been proposed to use both traditional scientific principles and specific principles of managerial accounting, as well as those that have not yet been applied in the accounting policy: principles of constructiveness, promptitude, employee-centredness, morality and ethics. It has been proposed to evaluate the efficiency of applying the accounting policies of managerial accounting at enterprise by objectives, factors, elements and practical implementation.
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Company management is based on information provided to the managers and formed by means of management accounting. As management accounting is not regulated by law, there are alternatives for its realization that should be described in Order on the company’s accounting policies. The direction of improving management accounting is to establish a consistent theory and methodology of forming the accounting policies of management accounting by developing its conceptual framework.

Analysis of recent publications on the problem. The question of necessity of accounting policies of management accounting was investigated by P. Atamas [1], M. Vashrushyna [2], S. Holov [3], V. Dobroviskiy [4], P. Zhytnyi [5], M. Kaveryn [6], N. Kondrakov [7], V. Klevets [8], M. Pushkar [9], M. Shchyrba [10] and others. Concepts of management accounting were studied by V. Grybanovskiy [11], M. Luchko [12], D. Maksymenko [13], R. Shurpenkova [14], M. Shchyrba [15] and others. The scientists have made a great contribution to the development of management accounting theory and methodology. But the question of conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting remains insufficiently researched.

The purpose of the publication is to determine and validate the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting in the company.

In order to determine the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting it is advisable to learn the term «conceptual framework».

In Great Dictionary of the modern Ukrainian language the following definition is given: conceptual – relating to or consisting of concepts [16, p. 571], and the basis – something on which something else is established or based [16, p. 861]. Dictionary of foreign words explains the term «conceptual» in two ways: 1) based on or relating to ideas; 2) relating to, or consisting of concepts [17, p. 516]. So, the conceptual framework is a base for the concept.

The term «concept» in the scientific community has a very broad interpretation. The conception: 1) system of beliefs; a particular understanding of phenomena and processes; 2) a single, decisive intention; 3) priority point of view on the subject, phenomena, process [18, 19, p. 95; 20, p. 320]. Concept is a proof system of specific state; system of views on the phenomenon; way of understanding, interpreting of some phenomena [16, p. 571]. Under the concept N. Malyuha understands the system of views on a certain phenomenon, a way of understanding, interpreting of some phenomena, the basic idea of any theory [21].

Belarussian social philosopher V. Abushenko defines the concept as a system of beliefs that expresses a certain way of vision («point of view»), understanding and interpretation of objects, phenomena, processes and presents a central idea or (and) the constructive principle implemented in a particular theoretical knowledge practice. First of all concepts introduce into theoretical discourses of the disciplines the basic principles and conditions that define basic ideas and consideration schemes and form «fundamental questions» («ideas») in relation to which special statements that are built within these discourses receive their meaning and validation. In addition, within the initial (basic) theoretical structure the concept «makes ontologization» and «disguises» those components of personal knowledge that are not rationalized but are necessary; it «links» the components that are different in their linguistic design and origin introducing for this purpose a number of disciplinary metaphors [22, p. 505].

Under the conceptual framework of accounting policies P. Zhytnyi (2009) understands determining the ways of accounting in the company taking into consideration its business conditions, including:

- choosing one of the accounting alternatives regulated by law and accounting standards, national or IFRS, that provides the users with necessary information for taking economic decisions;
- independent decision of the company itself as to the way of doing particular accounting operations in case if there is no regulatory guidance document that defines the methods and procedures of accounting on these issues. At the same time it is necessary to follow conceptual approaches defined by national standards and IFRS for these particular accounting operations;
- disclosure of information about basic assumptions that concern future and other key sources of estimating the uncertainty at the reporting date, taking into account general provisions of regulatory guidance documents applicable in accounting and financial reporting [5, p. 11-12]. But P. Zhytnyi doesn’t separately distinguish the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting.

Until now the scientists haven’t defined the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting. That’s why we represent it by means of stating some concepts (beliefs), on which the methodology of forming and implementing the accounting policies are based.

For the development and evaluation of management accounting at certain company S. Golov suggests applying the following concepts of organizing the management accounting:

1) conception associated with the control function that describes the function of management accounting in terms of its focus on: resources productivity; value creation; business processes; team actions.
2) conception associated with the control over the use of the results of management accounting functions in terms of its focus on: accountability; effectiveness; consistency with the standards.
3) concept associated with the process and technology of: linking the management accounting with other management processes; balancing between used resources and created value; developing and evaluating the technology in management accounting that is based on the ratio between used resources and received benefits.
4) conception associated with the potential necessity for the effective fulfillment of management accounting functions in terms of its focus on: competence; continuous improvement; creative opportunities; critical consciousness [3, p. 17-18].
We suggest considering the evolution of key strategic regulations of management accounting as the prerequisites for changing the concept of accounting policies development that occurred in such sequence (Fig. 1): cost management – business operations management – efficiency management.

Fig. 1. Evolution of key strategic regulations of management accounting as the prerequisites for changing the concept of accounting policies development
Source: author’s development.

P. Atamas [1], M. Vakhrushyna [2], S. Golov [3], V. Dobrovolskyi [4], P. Zhytnyi [5], M. Kaveryn [6], N. Kondrakov [7], V. Klevets [8], M. Pushkar [9], M. Shchyrba [10] and others have researched the purpose, goal, factors, principles, elements of accounting policies of management accounting. But for the first time we suggest treating the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting like a hierarchical model. We represent the hierarchical model of conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting in the company by three basic units:
1) unit determining the mission of concept development;
2) unit of the total successive elements that form the conceptual framework;
3) unit of tools for assessing the efficiency of developed concept (Fig. 2).

It should be notices that the hierarchical model of conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting differs from the similarly constructed model of financial accounting in such a way that there is no such component here as regulatory compliance because management accounting is not regulated by law and is carried out in accordance with the needs of management in management information.

In forming the accounting policies of management accounting the basic concept is the goal; because the scientific concept is the system of beliefs, theoretical propositions, main statements about the object of study that are combined by a certain idea [23, p. 17].

According to our own definition the accounting policies of management accounting are a set of principles, methods and procedures of management accounting that contribute to the realization of its objectives. Accounting policies help to organize the process of recording, receiving, ordering and analyzing of the accounting data. The accounting policies are the means of building effective system of management information on the basis of which it becomes possible to take considered and economically reasonable tactical and strategic decisions.

The purpose of accounting policies of management accounting is to provide the interested users with the necessary information. It should be emphasized that the result of any scientific research is to form certain conceptual purposes that are aligned with set scientific goal. In practice the accounting policies of management accounting are the internal tool that combines company’s management with accounting, satisfies the information needs of managers and owners of the company, helps them to take effective management decisions and thus makes the company competitive.

The objectives of forming the accounting policies of management accounting are: strategy definition and planning the long term activities; control over the current activity; optimization of resources use; evaluation of the effectiveness of individual units and their managers’ activity; reduction of subjectivity and increase of economic reasoning of management decisions [1].

T

he accounting policies of management accounting help to organize the recording, receiving, ordering and analyzing of accounting data. Management accounting in every company is unique because methodology of management accounting is not limited by law and is a product of intellectual work of management personnel.

Formation of accounting policies for management accounting purposes is a complex and multifaceted process. During this process we suggest considering the factors affecting it:

+ organizational structure and accounting information support;
+ scale of the company’s activities and type of production;
+ strategy of the company's financial development;
+ taxation, tax credits and the conditions for receiving them;
+ current practice of management accounting;
+ system of internal reporting and control and pricing system;

Fig. 2. The hierarchical model of building the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting
Source: author’s development.
level of production and management processes automation;
+ development of new information technologies and others.

«The concept should be primarily based on scientific grounds and not on the practice as it does not have any positive experience of work in the market environment», – says M. Pushkar [24, p. 28].

That’s why while forming the accounting policies of management accounting in the company we suggest using general scientific principles, specific for management accounting principles and the principles that haven’t been applied in accounting policies until now: principles of constructivism, expeditiousness, anthropocentricity, morality and ethics (Fig. 3).

We apply the principle of constructivism to accounting policies in the following way: formation of the accounting policies of management accounting is the process of constructing the framework of management accounting. The principle of prudence presupposes formation of accounting policies of management accounting in such a way that will maximally help managerial personnel to save the time while getting necessary information. As all managerial accounting information is formed for the managers’ needs, we suppose that in accounting policies it is necessary to focus on the interests of these people. Principle of anthropocentricity cannot be treated separately from the principles of morality and ethics. Accounting policies are free from any regulations, presuppose professional assumptions of the accountant and that’s why faithfulness and honesty are very important in formation of accounting policies.

The accounting policy of management accounting should be based on such principles that ensure all levels of management with necessary information for decision-taking. In our opinion it is appropriate to follow such system-wide principles:

1) methodological pluralism that is based on the synergetic combination of methodological techniques from different disciplines;

2) focus of accounting policies of management accounting on achieving the company’s strategic goals that means constant monitoring of the strategy while elaborating main provisions of accounting policies;

3) productivity that is focused on continuous monitoring of costs and profits while determining the level of costs connected with the formation of accounting policies and level of costs that appear as a result of accounting policies implementation;

4) responsibility that presupposes a definite degree of responsibility of individuals that are involved in the formation of accounting policies provisions;

5) target prevalence that is based on the use of different accounting methods and rules to achieve different goals;

6) reengineering that presupposes constant revision and redesigning of accounting policies of management accounting depending on the impact of external institutional factors.

Items that are to be reflected in accounting policies of management accounting should not duplicate financial or tax accounting provisions and provisions that are regulatory approved. In accounting policies of management accounting it is advisable to reflect the issues to which different approaches are applied; or unique issues that require methodological explanation.

We suggest treating the items of accounting policies of management accounting in the company from perspective of its three components: organizational, methodological, and technical (Fig. 4). The most crucial organizational elements are formation of conceptual apparatus, regulation of strategic decisions taking, organizational structure of management accounting, formation of analytical units, rights and obligations of people responsible for accounting, method of management accounting organization, list of cost centers and responsibilities, organization of costs budgeting, monitoring and accounting. We consider it to be necessary to supplement the existing list with the elaboration of traffic routes and channels of information flow between business units, and clearly
to distinguish and approve the monitoring indicators of assessing efficiency of management accounting system.

Among the methodological components it is worth to distinguish cost accounting for inventory valuation and financial results determination, cost accounting for executing the process of control and regulation, prime cost accounting and calculation, analysis of interrelation between costs, volume of activities and profits, budgeting and cost control. We suggest supplementing the methodological component of accounting policies with the engineering accounting structures and derivative strategic balances.

We also suggest supplementing technical component with the organizational regulations that concern economic security of information database of management accounting and determination of parameters of cloud computing technologies. Cloud technology is a new computing resource, based on the model of enabling ubiquitous, convenient and on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, data storages, applications and services) that can be rapidly provided and released with minimal management effort and service provider interaction [25, p. 3]. One of the main trends of IT-technologies today is the creation of “cloud” services that allow transferring computing resources and data to remote Internet servers.

For management accounting in order to keep privacy it is advisable to use private “clouds” – infrastructures provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). Private cloud may be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a third party, or some combination of them. It may physically exist on or off premises[25, p.3]. Thanks to cloud technologies the company reduces its costs for building data processing centers, procurement of appropriate equipment and programs.

The concept differs greatly from the theory not only because of its incompleteness but also due to its insufficient verification. Obviously, it can be considered a surrogate form of theory. The main purpose of the concept is to integrate certain array of knowledge, to use it for explanation and search of patterns. After being checked by certain facts the concept is refined in its content and in terms of its cognitive limits [26, p. 38].

S
o, the implementation of accounting policies of management accounting in the company will reveal expediency of all above outlined components of the proposed concept. The issue of the efficiency of accounting policies of management accounting in the company hasn’t been studied in the academic literature. We suggest evaluating the efficiency of accounting policies of management accounting in the company according to the following parameters (Table 1).

All considered parameters should be assessed in a complex; only in such a context it is possible to take the significant decisions concerning the efficiency of accounting policies of management accounting in the company.

Thus, the innovative concept of forming the accounting policies of management accounting is presented in general in Fig. 5. Modelling of the accounting policies of management accounting improves the concept of accounting policies of management accounting, allows to distinguish the mission, purpose and goals of accounting policies, promotes taking the most optimal management decisions, and is a

Fig. 4. Elements of companies’ accounting policy of management accounting

Source: author’s development.
way to improve the methodology of accounting policies of management accounting. The innovativeness of this model is as follows: due to generalization of theoretical basis of the accounting policies, the conceptual framework of its formation was singled out; new principles of forming the accounting policies of management accounting and parameters of evaluating the efficiency of its implementation were added.

### CONCLUSIONS

Developing a conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting that aims to achieve the company’s goals, allows to improve efficiency and analyticity of management accounting. Conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting functions at the point of intersection of

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>Consistency of goals of accounting policies of management accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Factors</td>
<td>Consistency of accounting policies of management accounting with the economic potential of the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>Economic efficiency of some elements of accounting policies of management accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Realization</td>
<td>Admissibility of some risk associated with the implementation of accounting policies of management accounting in the company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s development.

---

**Fig. 5. Model of the concept of forming the accounting policies of management accounting (innovative)**

Source: author’s development.
theoretical and methodological levels of management accounting: it discloses basic approaches to the way of providing management information. According to our definition the conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting in the company is a set of particular concepts (beliefs), on which the methodology of accounting policies formation and practical implementation are based. For the first time a hierarchical model of conceptual framework of forming the accounting policies of management accounting in the company has been proposed. It includes the following units: determining the mission of concept development, total successive elements that form the conceptual framework and tools for assessing the efficiency of developed concept. During the formation of accounting policies of management accounting in the company it has been suggested to use the general scientific principles, specific for management accounting principles and those that haven’t been applied in accounting policies until now: principle of constructivism, expediency, anthropocentricity, morality and ethics. The elements of accounting policies of management accounting mentioned in academic literature have been supplemented with the elaboration of traffic routes and channels of information flow between business units, the monitoring indicators of assessing the efficiency of the management accounting system, the engineering accounting structures and derivative strategic balances, the organizational regulations that concern economic security of information database of management accounting; and determination of parameters of cloud computing technologies. For the first time it has been suggested estimating the efficiency of the accounting policies of management accounting in terms of goals, factors, elements and practical implementation.
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